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Abstract:
Ø There exists two challenges which prevent the algorithm into industry

applications. On the one hand, most of the state-of-art algorithms require
quadrangle bounding box which is in-accurate to locate the texts with
arbitrary shape. On the other hand, two text instances which are close to
each other may lead to a false detection which covers both instances. To
address these two challenges, in this paper, we propose a novel Progressive
Scale Expansion Network (PSENet), which can precisely detect text
instances with arbitrary shapes.

Motivation:
Ø For the regression-based approaches，the text targets are in the forms of

quadrangles and fail to deal with the text instance with arbitrary shapes
(see Fig. 1 (a)).

Ø For the segmentation-based approaches, they can locate the text instance
based on pixel-level classification, but they are difficult to separate the text
instances which lying closely (see Fig. 1 (b)).

Contribution:
Ø we propose an arbitrary-shaped text detection framework. The key
points of the framework are “kernel” and “rebuilding text instance
from kernel”.

Ø we propose an algorithm to rebuild the text instance, namely,
progressive scale expansion (PSE) algorithm, which can fast
reconstruct the text instance from kernel.

Method (see Fig. 2):
1. We use ResNet-50 as the backbone of PSENet and concatenate low-level

texture feature with high-level semantic feature (see Fig. 2 feature map 𝐹);
2. The feature map 𝐹 is projected into n branches to produce multiple

segmentation results 𝑆!, 𝑆", … , 𝑆#, Each 𝑆$ is one segmentation mask for
all the text instances at a certain scale;

3. We use progressive scale expansion algorithm (see Fig.3) to gradually
expand all the instances’ kernels in 𝑆!, to their complete shapes in 𝑆#, and
obtain the final detection results as 𝑅.

Label Generation (see Fig. 4):
Ø If we consider the scale ratio as 𝑟$, the margin 𝑑$ between 𝑝# and 𝑝$ can be

calculated as:

𝑑$ =
Area 𝑝# × 1 − 𝑟$"

Perimeter(𝑝#)

Results:

Code: https://github.com/whai362/PSENet
Fig. 1 The results of different methods

Fig. 2 The overall pipeline.

Fig. 3 The procedure of PSE. “CC” refers to the function of finding connected
components. “EX” represents the scale expansion algorithm.

Fig. 4 The illustration of label generation.

Table 1 The results on CTW1500 and Total-Text.

Table 2 Time consumption of PSENet on CTW-1500.


